May is National Military Appreciation Month
May 15, 2021

National Military Appreciation Month (NMAM) is celebrated every May and is a declaration that
encourages U.S. citizens to observe the month in a symbol of unity. NMAM honors current and
former members of the U.S. Armed Forces, including those who have died in the pursuit of freedom.

From the Editor, . . .

It’s takes TIME
The other afternoon as I sat on my patio enjoying the warm weather, I took pleasure
in the distant sounds of lawn mowers, weed eaters, leaf blowers, . . . Then I smelled
a barbeque, but not just any barbeque; I smelled charcoal briquettes! The aroma has
always reminded me of the carefree days of my youth.
Gas powered push mowers were popular then, and to this day whenever I hear my
neighbor’s push mower, I’m taken back to the 50’s.
I was raised in Southern California and spent much of my time outdoors. Our family
often barbequed using charcoal briquettes, and we would eat outdoors on the patio as
we didn’t have air conditioning. After dinner I would ride my bike and play outside
until long after dark. I can still hear the clattering of playing cards in my bike spokes.
One good thing about staying at home more this past year, is that I don’t feel rushed to
do things. And yet, things still get done. Things like housework, laundry, yardwork, etc.
For me, life has slowed down.
I’ve also come to know my neighbors more, now that we all have the time. There’s only
a dozen homes on our block, yet in the 20 years that I’ve lived here, I never really knew
much about my neighbors.
Things are different now. I live at the end of a dead end street, and I’ve always observed
the 25 MPH speed limit. But, now days I cruise at 10 MPH so I can wave and greet my
neighbors. No speed bumps required here. I see neighbors chatting in their front yard,
visiting over fences, and at the mail boxes. This year has clearly gotten us out of our
houses and has brought the neighborhood together.
A year ago there were NO trampolines on our street. Now there are five. And as I write
this article, I’m hearing the distant laughter of kids playing in the street, riding bikes and
using skateboards. Not long ago I would have closed my windows to these annoying
sounds not realizing what I was missing by doing so. The moral to this story? . . .

Take time to make time, because the people we meet and the
friends we make will gift us with a lifetime of sweet memories.

J. Norfolk
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Backdrop photo by Cristal McQueen.

Meet WAG artist Cristal McQueen.
A few years before I retired, I was attending an art exhibit when someone asked
me, “Are you creative?” Without thinking, I replied, “I used to be.” Until that
moment, I hadn’t realized that my creative side had taken a back seat in my life.
So, I refocused and began exploring new creative endeavors – a journey that led
me to photography.
I also joined the Whatcom Art Guild in 2009 and find daily inspiration and
encouragement from all the artists in the guild.

“Into the Sunset” Photo—Deception Pass
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Backdrop photo by Cristal McQueen.

I grew up in Albuquerque, New Mexico and moved to Tucson, Arizona in 1996 where I served as a field
agent with the US Border Patrol. In 2007 I transferred to Blaine and worked as an intelligence Agent until
I retired in 2016. Once I had settled here in the Pacific Northwest, I knew I had found my forever home.

“Lavender Mist” Photo—Sequim, WA

“Echoes of Shadows” Photo—The Palouse, eastern WA
The Palouse is the most serene and pastoral of the seven wonders of WA State.
This photo was selected by GuruShots for an article titled "42 Photos That Will Have You Dreaming"
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Backdrop photo by Cristal McQueen.

“A Moment in Time” Photo— RoozenGaard Blooms

“Don’t Fence Me In” Photo—RoozenGaard Blooms
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Cristal McQueen

Backdrop photo by Cristal McQueen.

With photography, I can express myself through the lens, and I find fulfillment in the medium and
the creative process of composition.
My photographic style gravitates towards landscapes, wildlife, old buildings and barns. But, really,
anything that catches my eye and translates through the lens grabs my attention.

“End of the Voyage”—Photo, Semiahmoo Spit, WA

“Autumn Mist” —Photo, San Juan Island
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Backdrop photo by Cristal McQueen.

In March 2020 we headed to Ireland to attend a wedding for our nephew. The day after the
wedding, on St. Patrick's Day, everything shut down due to Covid. We made the best of our
trip and I got some fantastic photos since there were very few people traveling around.
However, we had to cut the trip short
due to flight cancellations, but we will
definitely return as soon as we can!

Kylemore Abbey is a Benedictine monastery founded
in 1920 by in Benedictine Nuns who fled Belgium in
World War I.

The Markree Castle partially moated by the River
Unshin is located in Collooney, County Sligo, Ireland
and is the ancestral seat of the Cooper family.

The Galway Doors. Ireland was colonized by the English and when Queen
Victoria, nicknamed the “famine queen" in Ireland, died, the Irish were told
to paint their doors black in mourning. In rebellion they painted them in
bright colors.
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Cristal McQueen
Backdrop photo by Cristal McQueen.

A few years ago I was introduced to a process called Scanography. It involves the use of a scanner
and it’s light to capture an image of arranged items such as flowers. It is similar to photography in
some respects but, has key differences like the absence of perspective and of depth of field.
With Scanography, flower images appear incredibly detailed, almost three-dimensional.

”Watchers”—Scanography

“Shades of Spring”—Scanography

`

”Whispers”—Scanography
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Backdrop photo by Cristal McQueen.

I recently started making gnomes and flower fairies. Sometimes there are so many ideas running
through my head that keep me awake, so I just get up and write them all down so I can get back
to sleep!

“Aurora & Titania”
Flower Fairies

“Giggett & Gnorbitt”

“Posy & Aldon”

Sunflower Gnomes

Irish Gnomes

“Nirbert” Steampunk Gnome
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Backdrop photo by Cristal McQueen.

I live in Bay View, in a lovely rural setting, with my husband,
Dennis, who is my daily inspiration and most ardent supporter.

Home, Sweet Home
When I’m not traveling throughout the PNW in search of my next photographic inspiration, you can
find me donating my time at the Skagit Humane Society where I photograph the dogs, cats and other
critters waiting for their forever homes.

Needless to say, Dennis and I now have three rescue cats!

Shadow

Silky

Squeak
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You may have noticed the new series titled “FEATURED ARTIST” which was
introduced in the April 15th and May 1st newsletters. I’ve received several comments
from WAG members expressing how much they enjoyed the articles, and I thought
the tradition should continue. But, to do this I’ll need WAG artists who would be
willing to be featured.
Besides taking a look at the artists creations, readers will discover the artist and the
path they took in search of their passion. Understanding this approach might
encourage you to share your art and a little something about yourself by volunteering
to be a “Featured Artist”. Many of us are familiar with each others art, but we might
not know as much about the artist within which can be equally intriguing.
To be a “Featured Artist” all that is needed would be photos of your art (5-10, or more
if you desire), a narrative about yourself and your art, and a photo of yourself.

That’s all!

If you’re interested in volunteering, or if you have questions, please contact me at
studiogals@aol.com, or 360 389-7964.

Joyce Norfolk, Editor.
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Ivan Konstantinovich

Master of Marine Art.
During his 60-year career, Aivazovsky produced around 6,000 paintings
of very different value ranging from masterpieces to very timid works.
However, according to one count as many as 20,000 paintings are
attributed to him. He was only 26 years old when his paintings were
shown at the Louvre, and in his lifetime, the artist had 120 personal
exhibitions in Russia and abroad. The vast majority of his works depict
the sea and were mostly battle scenes.

Ivan AIVAZOVSKY

(1817 – 1900)
Self-portrait

He did not like to work in plein air as he considered it impossible to
portray the movement of the elements, the breath of the sea, the blaze
of lightnings. He created his paintings in his studio using simple sketches
and memory from the many years spent sailing with the Russian Navy.
“The Ninth Wave” (below) is considered his most famous painting and
is valued at over $3 million. The title refers to an old sailing expression
referring to a wave of incredible size that comes after a succession of
incrementally larger waves, the ninth being the most destructive.

“The Ninth Wave” Oil—1850

7Ft x 11Ft

Russian Museum, Saint Petersburg
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Ivan Konstantinovich

Master of Marine Art.
Aivazovsky painted water as no one else did. His waves reflected light and captured the softest
glimmers of stars with their foam-capped peaks. His uncanny ability to detect the smallest changes
of seas earned him the title of Master of the Marine Art and created a plethora of legends that
surround his name up to this day.
One of his best works is "Between the Waves” (below), also known as "Among the Waves."

“Among the Waves” Oil—1899
Also referred to as Between The Waves.

9Ft x 14Ft
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Ivan Konstantinovich

Master of marine art.
Aivazovsky first visited Constantinople in 1845 as part of his duties as official painter to the Russian
Admiralty, a role to which he had been appointed eight years previously by Tsar Nicholas I.
Aivazovsky travelled widely during his career, claiming that 'travelling...can only enhance the love
of art.' Although he visited cities across Europe with the Admiralty, he felt a special affinity towards
Constantinople, noting that 'there is probably nowhere in the world as majestic as that town.
When you're there, you forget about Naples and Venice.' His most valuable painting “View of
Constantinople and the Bosphorus” (below) sold in 2012 at Sotheby's for $5.2 million.

“View of Constantinople and the Bosphorus” Oil—1856 4Ft x 6.5Ft
Sold in 2012 for $5.2 million

Aivazovsky used a glazing technique and took it to new heights, turning the method into his defining
marker. Glazing is the process of applying thin layers of colors one over another. A glaze subtly
modifies the appearance of the underlining paint layer, imbuing it with the richness of hue and
saturation.
Since Aivazovsky mostly used oils to create his masterpieces, he took great care to make sure that
the pigments never mixed.
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Ivan Konstantinovich

Master of Marine Art.
“The Wave” (below) is perhaps Aivazovsky’s most famous and largest painting.
To convey the scale of the tragedy, the artist chose the canvas dimensions of 12 Ft x 16.7 Ft.
The huge canvas makes the events so real that after a minute, the viewer can feel like one of
the characters in the painting. He wanted the viewer to feel the breath of the cold and salty
wind. Then 80 years old, the artist created the painting in only 10 days.

“View of Constantinople and the Bosphorus” Oil—1856
Sold in 2012 for $5.2 million

“The Wave” Oil—1889

12 Ft x 16.7 Ft

My thanks to Pat Fisher who provide the lead for this article.
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Joyce Norfolk
A few months ago I asked members to share what they‘ve been up to
(art wise) during the pandemic. Since there were no takers, I decided
to be the first to share what I’ve been up to. Hopefully others will
then follow.

In 2008 my husband took 4 weeks to build my studio and I christened it
“Black Cat Studio”.
A handful of my friends came every Saturday to draw and paint, and the moniker
“Studio Gals” was born.
In 2010 the gals wanted to repaint the walls which were “blah peach”. Not
wanting to participate, I told them they could do it and they could pick the paint.
What was I thinking? Lime green, purple and red were their choices--primary
colors?
As time passed, the Studio Gals dwindled and I took to doing my art in the house,
and over time the studio became a storage facility.
A few months ago, my good friend Ginny, an original studio gal, suggested that
we do a face lift on my studio. Excite about the makeover, we designed a
3-phase plan:
1. Clear everything out,
2. Paint walls, ceiling and door, and replace window shades,
3. Move in, and most importantly—create art.
The studio is now finished and everything is moved in, and we plan to begin using
it next week.
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Joyce Norfolk

2010 - peach colored walls.

2010 - ready for new paint.

2010 - painting.

2010 - painting completed.

May 2021– after makeover.
If you’re interested in sharing whatcha been doin’, email me at
studiogals@aol.com.
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Backroads: The Art Less-Travelled at Vestige Concept

This open call from Pittsburgh’s Vestige Concept Gallery seeks artworks that venture
off the beaten path, especially with regard to travel, and is open to artists in the U.S.
and Canada. Projects could include hidden gems, special or unusual spots, wanderings,
odd travel, strange encounters, and or “lost” and fading places.
The $25 application fee includes two submissions.
•
•
•
•
•

Applicants may submit up to six (6) entries. Two (2) entries are included in the $25 application.
An additional charge of $5 per entry is charged for any additional submissions.
Application deadline is May 22nd, 2021
Artists will be notified of acceptance by May 24, 2021
Shipped works of art must arrive no later than Wednesday, June 2nd, 2021.

For a prospectus, or other information, click on the below link:

artist.callforentry.org/festivals_unique_info.php?ID=8890
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Northwest Reflections Online Art Show
Here’s an excellent opportunity to show your art locally at Ocean Shores
The North Beach Artist Guild (Ocean Shores) is sponsoring an ONLINE art show that is open to
all artists in the Western United States.
Entries will be judged by Michael D’Alessandro and cash prizes will be awarded. Award
winners will be invited to show their art at The Gallery of Ocean Shores beginning in August.

KEY DATES:
ENTRY OPENS MARCH 24
ENTRY DEADLINE JUNE 16
NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE JULY 7
AWARD WINNERS NOTIFIED JULY 7
ONLINE EXHIBIT OPENS JULY 19
ON SITE EXHIBIT OPENS AUGUST 18
ON SITE RECEPTION AUGUST 21
EXHIBIT CLOSES SEPTEMPER 30

Go online at CaFE for entry details:
https://www.callforentry.org
Search for: North Beach Guild, Northwest
Reflections, or Ocean Shores.
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Call for 2D WAG Artists

We are accepting applications for consideration to hang at The Colophon
Café. We have one whole wall opening available for November 2021, and
for December 2021, both on the south Wooden Wall.

All members are encouraged to apply.
Members who have not shown at this location before
will receive first consideration.
DEADLINE: June 15th

If you would like to participate in a Whatcom Art Guild show/display, please
complete and submit the form located at the below link—
WAG Show Application - Whatcom Art Guild

Further instructions will be emailed to you upon acceptance of your application.

NOTE—Only current members of Whatcom Art Guild may participate
in shows. Go to WAG Membership - Whatcom Art Guild to become a member.

If you have any questions, please contact Mechel Bell at
artbymechel@yahoo.com
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June Kiefer and Barb Diltz Chandler
Are the top two vote getters for the
3D and Textured Artists Challenge.
Congratulations Gals!

June Kiefer

Barb Diltz Chandler

Each of them will receive $25 and will be able to prominently
display their winning piece at the WAM or Banner Bank.
We received many interesting and various types of entries.
Thanks to all who participated!
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This new Challenge is to “Portray Your Pet(s) ”.
Pets are our pride and joy. They love us unconditionally, they make us smile when
we need it, and they are our source of endless companionship. Pets are oftentimes
our very best friends.
For these reasons we thought it would be fun to share our pets with others by
memorializing them with a drawing, painting, photograph, sculpture, carving, etc.
You could do a past or present pet, or a friend’s pet, even a pet you hope to find in
the future and any animal/mammal can be considered a pet.

Members are permitted to submit up to 4 entries.
Email each entry via .jpg to Joyce Norfolk at studiogals@aol.com.
Provide the title, medium and breed of animal for each piece.

Please share with the viewers a little bit about each piece, i.e., materials,

So far we have received an entry from only one member!
Therefore, we are extending the current May 30th deadline to

If you feel you don’t have time to create something, do what I
have done—enter a photo. Members will be pleased to see other
member’s pets, be it a drawing, painting, or a photograph.

The top two vote-getters will win $25 and
have the opportunity to display their work
at the WAM or Banner Bank

We encourage you to share your love for your
pet and take up this new Artist Challenge.
Celia Clarke

Beth Roberson
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Cristal McQueen

Silky

Squeak

Shadow
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My family consists of two dogs
and three cats.
The dogs are Shitzu/Bichon
named Zack and Zoey (right).

Joyce Norfolk

Zack (left) and Zoey (right)
Brother & Sister

Below:
Meet Dewy, Jazzy, and Jinx—I have a thing for black cats.

Jinx

Dewy

Jazzy
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In the previous newsletter (May 1st) members were
challenged to guess the artist of the above painting.
Hint: There was an article in the same newsletter
featuring the artist.

Answer: Mouth artist Alana Ciena Tillman
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OUR DEBT TO THE
HEROIC MEN AND VALIANT
WOMEN IN THE SERVICE
OF OUR COUNTRY CAN
NEVER BE REPAID. THEY
HAVE EARNED OUR
UNDYING GRATITUDE.
AMERICA WILL NEVER
FORGET THEIR SACRIFICES.
PRESIDENT HARRY S. TRUMAN

-30Seylah

